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Synopsis

This paper evaluates current research exploring the healing potential of nature and will
focus in particular on landscape paintings. The discussion begins with an investigation into recent
findings claiming engaging with the natural environment, representations of it included, can
provide measurable therapeutic benefit. Continuing with an assessment of the research and its
rationale for the positive affective responses to nature scenes, attention is quickly drawn to
particular conflicts and deficiencies within these scholarly articles.
The first chapter elucidates the relevant theories of the leading expert in the healthcare
and design field, Roger S. Ulrich, Ph.D., while exploring the notion of perception and begins to
establish an alternative approach to viewing Ulrich’s test results. With a more concrete
understanding of the differentiation between ‘looking’ and ‘seeing’ in place, chapter two
examines society’s shifting interpretation of the land through eighteenth-century Northern
European and British paintings.
Substituting the present evolutionary methodology used to account for physiological
responses with that of a cultural model continues in chapter three, employing an historical
illustrative with nineteenth-century American landscape painting. Underscoring the important
role that the landscape genre has played in the formation of the American identity reveals how its
impact still drives American ecological and environmental awareness today, inevitably affecting
the significance and perception of the land. While establishing that the present scholarly method
of evaluation needs to be readdressed, this dissertation concludes by attempting to resolve some
of its insufficiencies and to provide an alternative and more productive path for future research
into the fine art and health care relationship.

[word count: 10 197]
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Introduction

The notion that nature provides therapeutic benefit is not new. Writings dating from
ancient Rome describe the city’s residents’ belief that exposure to nature was a valued
contrast to the urban pollutants such as noise and congestion.1 However, it’s only been in the
last fifteen years that attempts to examine the potential health benefits resulting from viewing
nature, even photographic or painted images of it, through rigorous scientific experiment
have become extensive.2 3 Research has established that certain types of landscape scenes
attract higher preferences and will actually produce stronger positive physiological responses
for the viewer.4 This information is being taken seriously enough that it’s being added to an
evidence-base, transforming building project blueprints and prompting designers, contractors,
and hospital committees to rethink the construction of new healthcare institutions, inside and
out. 5 Obviously impacting how much and which types of artwork will be purchased, interest

1

Ulrich, Roger S., et al, “Stress Recovery During Exposure to Natural and Urban Environments”, Journal of
Environmental Psychology, Vol. 11, 1991, pp. 204
2
Zuckerman Marvin, Ulrich, Roger S., & McLaughlin, John, “Sensation Seeking and Reactions to Nature
Paintings”, Person. Individ. Diff., Vol. 15, No 5, 1993, pp. 563-576
3
Ulrich, Roger S., “A View Through a Window May Influence Recovery From Surgery”, Science, 1984, p. 42
The initial thrust of this research began in 1984 when a study was carried out on the therapeutic value of window
views overlooking a natural environment from a hospital recovery room versus recovery rooms without a window.
Post-surgical recovery times for patients staying in hospital rooms with the window were recorded as improved,
providing a reduction of 8.5% to their post-operative stay, with patients requiring less pain medication and
suffering from fewer complications.
4
Ulrich, Roger S., “Human Response to Vegetation and Landscape”, Landscape and Urban Planning, Vol. 13,
1986, p. 37, and Ottosson, Johan, & Patrik Grahn, “A Comparison of Leisure Time Spent in a Garden with Leisure
Time Spent Indoors: On Measures of Restoration in Residents in Geriatric Care”, Landscape Research, Vol. 30,
No 1, 2005, pp. 23-55. Ulrich’s hypothesis in which a person suffering from stress and anxiety will experience a
reduction in symptoms when introduced to a ‘non-threatening’ natural environment such as a park has been
measured and confirmed with psychological (like/dislike) responses as well as with scientific analysis. Studies
conducted in both Sweden and America recorded desirable physiological outcomes involving brain electrical
activity and increased concentration levels as well as verifying reductions in heart rate, skin conductance (i.e. heat
analysis), and blood pressure. Similar results from viewing landscape scenes suggest that landscape painting could
also influence the mind’s perception of pain, stress, and anxiety, which translates into direct health benefits.
5
“Evidence-based healthcare designs are used to create environments that are therapeutic, supportive of family
involvement, efficient for staff performance, and restorative for workers under stress.” Source: The Centre for
Health Care Design, (2006), Definition of Evidence-Based Design, Retrieved 23 October 2007, from
http://www.healthdesign.org/aboutus/mission/EDB_definition.php. Also see website press releases for the
numerous projects and recognition this organization is currently receiving.
http://www.healthdesign.org/aboutus/press/releases/
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and opinions are being strongly voiced by all concerned; artists, staff and professionals,
media, and hospital boards dealing with finance to name a few.
Roger Ulrich, Director of the Centre for Health Systems and Design at Texas A & M
University is the recognised leading expert in this area of research publishing numerous
papers on the health/nature correlation since the late 1970s. Ulrich claims “substantial
progress has been made in identifying visual characteristics of natural landscapes that
influence aesthetic preference of liking… with aesthetic preferences for natural

settings

usually holding across individuals, groups, and even different Western cultures.”6 Psychophysiological measurements of responses to the landscape images were assessed as research
teams formulated rationales for the results based on evolutionary underpinnings.7
However, although this research is finding firm backing on both sides of the Atlantic, 8
upon closer scrutiny, in particular to that surrounding affective response to landscape
paintings, the evidence-based conclusions do not appear to be as solid as one is led to
believe.9 Moreover, a preference for some paintings over others in Ulrich’s study Sensation
Seeking and Reaction to Nature Paintings (1993) seem to contradict the psycho-evolutionary
model these studies presently employ to explain research responses, yet this approach is still
being used.10
Conflicts arise when an investigation into the relationship between perception and the
attribution of meaning takes place. Therefore, after annotating Ulrich’s current psychoevolutionary analysis methods, chapter 1 will continue with a semantic line of enquiry further
frustrating the current assumptions. Delineating some of the complexities of how meaning is
6

See Appendix A for a list of the preferred natural characteristics. The photographic scenes for this study were
noted as unspectacular natural views.
7
Ulrich, R. S., 1991, pp. 207-209. This evolutionary approach will be explained in more detail in chapter 1.
8
A search for Roger Ulrich on the Hospital Development (HD) website will confirm the impact he has had on the
British health system. HD is the leading British information resource covering design, construction, refurbishment,
facilities management and maintenance in healthcare establishments. Source: www.hdmagazine.co.uk. See also
appendix C for news articles demonstrating Ulrich’s impressive reputation within the NHS.
9
The word affective will be used throughout this discussion synonymously with emotion, although it could also
be understood in a somewhat broader context comprising both emotion and feeling in terms of physical states.
10
See Parsons, Russ, et al., “The View From the Road: Implications for Stress Recovery and Immunization”,
Journal of Environmental Psychology, 18, 1998, pp. 134-135
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formed, an exploration into the concept of the image and how it is actually perceived will
proceed; this will provide the scaffolding on which the following chapters will be built.
Rather than concentrate only on its weaknesses however, this essay will endeavour to
provide an alternative and more capable analysis to Ulrich’s research while reinterpreting its
conclusions. To effectively accomplish this, chapters 2 and 3 will enlist the use of an
historical illustrative further developing the concepts presented in the first chapter while at
the same time, attempting to cement a counter-approach to the psycho-evolutionary paradigm
presently being used. It should be noted that this essay only focuses on particular
representational paintings of the 1993 study rather than the expressionist and semi-abstract
images also making up two of Ulrich’s five categories.11 This is to keep the focal point as
refined as possible and due to previous findings claiming ‘abstract’ work does not provide the
same positive health benefits that representational landscape painting does for patient
recovery. 12
As the impetus for this discussion has evolved from an interest in Ulrich’s work, it makes
sense to use his 1993 paper as the ‘base camp’ from which to launch a successful exploration.
By subdividing the landscape paintings from this paper’s present categories derived through
formal characteristics to conditions instead of provenance, cultural implications will emerge
with intent to establish a more plausible interpretation of the respondent’s reactions. So while
chapter 2 will take on a Northern European/British flavour as it delves into the history of the
sublime and the consequent reinterpretation of both land and landscape painting, chapter 3
will trace the path of American nineteenth-century landscape painting as it played its role in
the formation of the country’s identity and consciousness which in turn has shaped its views
of the environment today.
11

See Appendix B for a list of the paintings used in the study and the five categories they were divided into.
Ulrich, R.S., and O. Lunden, “Effects of Nature and Abstract Pictures on Patients Recovering from Open Heart
Surgery.” Paper presented at the International Congress of Behavioral Medicine, 27-30 June 1990, Uppsala,
Sweden. In a study at Uppsala Hospital in Sweden, Ulrich found that while post-operative heart surgery patients
responded positively to realistic nature scenes, abstract art made up of either curvilinear or rectilinear forms
actually received a negative response compared to the control condition of a blank wall.
12
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Word restriction has only enabled a serious investigation of a selection of the thirty-four
paintings from Ulrich’s study with four focus paintings divided into, as mentioned above,
Northern European/British and American subgroups. Although a cross-cultural examination
such as this could perhaps be seen as expanding the sphere of enquiry into unmanageable
dimensions, it is essential to underscore as many cultural significations as possible as an
applicable alternative to the research conclusions rests firmly upon this basis.
The following chapters will illuminate many of the hurdles research such as Ulrich’s will
have to overcome if it hopes to achieve greater acceptance but with the necessity to cover a
broad range of topics, this discussion will also be opening itself up to unavoidable scrutiny.
The discerning will recognise limitations emerging from the inability to provide fuller
descriptions or examples, impacting the essay and denying Ulrich’s work the possibility to
fully defend itself. This limited description does however assert that the focus of this essay is
concept-based rather than purely narrative. Regardless, although this discussion is neither
meant nor able to be exhaustive, it will, through a logical line of enquiry aim to furnish the
reader with a functional and constructive understanding of the fine art/health benefits debate.
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I

The Landscape Perceived: Establishing the Boundaries of Reality

The environmental psychologist, Joachim F. Wohlwill (1928-1987) argued nature is a
“natural psychological category” and that the differences between the natural and the manmade are recognised by the viewer through learned processes that allow an immediate
discrimination between the different forms making up the two categories.13 Others such as
Ulrich endorse the belief that one’s adeptness to differentiate so readily between man-made
and natural visual stimuli is part of an unlearned capacity stemming from evolutionary
mechanisms.14 Interestingly and more closely affiliated with Wohlwill’s statements, are the
numerous test results proving adults exhibit different aesthetic preferences for natural
environments to children.15 These results tend to support the conviction that an affinity to
landscape scenes over urban is weighted through learned behaviour. This would then also
lead one to believe that particular types of landscapes preferred would be culturally or
experientially conditioned. How then can Ulrich make such far-reaching statements
indicating the kinds of landscape scenes that will provide the viewer with the most
appropriate stress reductive qualities? To answer this question, a brief annotation of the
psycho-evolutionary theories used to assess Ulrich’s evidence-based research is presented
below.
Study into evolutionary mechanisms affecting cognition and behaviour has found its way
into all areas of human developmental research, the arts included.16 Upon this platform and
after reviewing “scores of empirical studies on affective reactions to nature”, Ulrich makes
the assumption that preference for one nature scene over another is, in a sense, a form of

13

Wohlwill, J.F., “The Concept of Nature: A Psychologist’s View”, Human Behaviour and Environment, Vol. 6,
No 6, 1983, pp. 5-37.
14
Ulrich, R. S., 1986, p. 36, Ulrich, R. S., 1991, pp. 207-209, Parsons, Russ, et al., 1998, pp. 134-135
15
Zube, E.H. Pitt, D.G. and Evans, G.W., “A Lifespan Developmental Study of Landscape Assessment”, Journal
of Environmental Psychology, Vol. 3, 1983, pp. 115-128
16
Dissanayake, Ellen, “Art as a human behaviour: Toward an Ethological View of Art”, The Journal of Aesthetics
and Art Criticism, Vol. 38, No. 4., Summer 1980, pp. 397-406
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natural selection.17 Self-preservation drives one to prefer a landscape scenario that would
ultimately be of the most benefit to the viewer in terms of survival. For example, in Ulrich’s
Human Responses to Vegetation and Landscapes (1986) study, he explains the photographic
image of a savannah or park-like scene [Plate 1] is consistently more highly rated than a
scene such as a thick wall of trees [Plate 2] as it has a stronger focal area, a moderately high
level of depth and the ground is even and uniform.18 These natural attributes allow the viewer
to more easily assess the environment in terms of survival and adaptive significance such as
safety (from predators or natural dangers such as cliffs or chasms), sustenance (ie. the
possibility of locating or hunting for food), while also providing options for rest and shelter.
Instinct then becomes the key to eliciting like-dislike feelings “which motivate approachavoidance behaviours appropriate to the observer’s sense of on-going well-being.”19
This tool for survival is dictated largely by awareness of pain and fear with stress and
anxiety a manifestation of both.20 Although psycho-neurological research has established that
emotions and physiological responses are interconnected through highly complex cognitive
and physical processes, it has largely been found that fear is the most instinctive of emotions
and precedes thought.21 With this knowledge, the logical conclusion would lead one to
believe that a predisposition for particular landscapes or environments conducive to survival
would be necessitated, most notably during times of stress, due to the body’s commitment to
maintaining homeostasis or a healthy equilibrium.22

17

See the plethora of research journal articles listed in Ulrich’s 1993 study spanning such diverse fields as
environmental psychology, landscape architecture, and human geography.
18
Quality reproductions of images used for Ulrich’s 1986 study unfortunately could not be procured for this
paper; however, plates 1 and 2 represent good examples of the types of nature scenes used in the study.
19
Ulrich, 1986, p. 32
20
Lazarus R. S., Stress and Emotion: A New Synthesis, 1999, pp. 129-164. Understanding how physiological
impairments are often a product of stress or anxiety provides the backbone for Ulrich’s research into the healing
benefits of nature. Stress and anxiety are a consequence of physical or psychological trauma, which inhibits the
effectiveness of the body’s healing mechanisms. When stress and anxiety is reduced eg. through exposure to
nature, the healing processes become more efficient.
21
Debiec, Jacek, & Ledoux, Joseph, “Fear and the Brain”, Social Research, Vol. 71, No 4., 2004, p. 814
22
Ottosson, Johan, & Patrik Grahn, “Measures of Restoration in Geriatric Care Residences The Influence of
Nature on Elderly People's Power of Concentration, Blood Pressure and Pulse Rate”, Journal of Housing for the
Elderly, Volume: 19 Issue: ¾, 2006, pp. 229-258
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Psycho-evolutionary theories would suggest that although the meaning placed upon
imagery may influence one’s emotional response to it, fear antecedes this modus operandi,
explaining why the second photograph [Plate 2] would be less preferred. The high visual
complexity is difficult to assimilate due to lack of structure and depth, which debilitates any
definite focal point. These rough and uneven ‘textures’ restrict views therefore presenting one
with a difficult terrain to assess while entertaining the possibility for dangerous features or
elements. Ulrich’s conclusions rest on the notion that the mind, governed by survival instincts
and fear intuitively dislikes and avoids the second image as it provides very little with regards
to survival and longevity to what the first landscape has to offer. However, this limited
approach to interpreting the results tends to neglect that one’s conscious and unconscious
awareness of the natural environment and the physiological affects produced by it

has

evolved not only in response to biological needs but also through social, religious, and artistic
intervention.23
To elaborate on the above observation and more fully illustrate the conflicts raised by
Ulrich’s research, one must be directed towards the now infamous question posed by E.H.
Gombrich in his book, Art and Illusion. While looking at Alain’s New Yorker Magazine
cartoon [Plate 3] of an Egyptian ‘life-drawing’ class, Gombrich inquired, “Why is it that
different ages and different nations have represented the visible world in such different
ways?” Gombrich concluded that the Egyptians might have actually perceived nature
differently than we do.24

Post-modern academia continues to validate Gombrich’s

observations, often with such fervour that today it’s generally professionally hara-kiri to
promulgate some concrete universal declaration, particularly in the field of the arts, as Ulrich
23

Watkins, Alan ed., Mind-Body Medicine: a Clinician’s Guide to Psychoneuroimmunology, New York;
Edinburgh, 1997, p. 1. Scientific research under the name of Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) is just beginning to
make headway into the complex connection between perception and the healing process as it investigates the
psycho-physiological relationship with the immune system. Recent studies are providing evidence that “the
autonomic, endocrine and immune systems are not autonomous, but engage in an interactive dialogue with each
other and with higher perceptual centres and limbic emotional centres to maintain health and fight disease.”
24
Gombrich, E. H., Art and Illusion: a study in the psychology of pictorial representation, 4th ed., London, 1972,
p.3
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is attempting. Nevertheless, his research is finding firm support from many sectors.25 A more
thorough investigation into the differences between looking and seeing must commence,
however, if one desires greater insight into the questions and debates surrounding these
studies.
An awareness of the complexity involved in the act of looking and attributing meaning
can be traced at least as far back as the 1st century AD with Pliny’s statement that, “The mind
is the real instrument of sight and observation, the eyes act as a sort of vessel receiving and
transmitting the visible portion of the consciousness.’26 These long confirmed assertions are
important as, undeniably, fear is frequently the psychological response to visual stimuli.
Therefore, although laboratory studies prove that fear does precede thought, paradoxically it
still must often be regarded as conditioned and therefore, subjective. One person’s
interpretation of a particular environment may elicit a fear response while for someone else it
does not.27 In the context of this discussion, this is where a science such as ethology struggles
if attempting to establish sweeping apodictic claims to the components of human behaviour.28
So how does the difference between ‘looking’ and ‘seeing’ affect a viewer’s response to
an image such as those incorporating Ulrich’s studies? Perhaps first it’s best to begin… at the
beginning, by exploring the concept of the image to decipher how a subject in a photograph
or painting is being represented. Therefore, instead of approaching Ulrich’s research results
with the question, “How does one’s experiential and subjective response affect
interpretation?” one should begin by coming from a slightly different angle to ask, “How has
the object or image in question been created ultimately affecting one’s interpretation?”
For example, a photograph, which many naively describe as an appropriate representation
of the prototype, will have been manipulated in various ways to serve its master, the
25

Lists of British and American projects influenced by the research of Ulrich and evidence-based design can be
found on the websites www.hdmagazine.co.uk and www.healthdesign.org.
26
Gombrich, E. H., Art and Illusion, London, 1972, p. 12
27
Beck, Aaron T, and Emery, Gary, Anxiety Disorders and Phobias: A Cognitive Perspective, New York, c1985,
pp. 18-22
28
Ethology is the study of biology as behaviour and is firmly rooted in evolutionary assumptions.
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photographer.29 The photographer can quite easily engineer a photograph through choice of
lens, shutter speed, F-stop, developing techniques etc. to alter the final image. Cropping,
blurring, contrasting, enlarging, choice of printed format (matt, gloss, canvas, coffee mug…)
or the infinite number of other effects computer software such as Adobe Photoshop can now
perform can all be used to manipulate the reality of the final product. This is not to say that
the photographic imagery used in Ulrich’s studies was manipulated intentionally to elicit
particular responses but that inevitably, all forms of reproductions undergo various
metamorphoses that will alter one’s interpretation of it.
Take the two photographs of plates 1 and 2 again. Being printed replicas they are not
made up of the same light one would see when viewing the actual landscape. The printing
process involves a series of transformations using the primary colours of cyan, magenta,
yellow, plus black, the minimum amount of colours necessary to create an adequate
‘duplicate’. If this representation is then reproduced into slide format and projected on to a
surface it again uses another entirely different system to recreate the colours and the image.
Each subsequent transformation will inevitably take on different connotations subtly affecting
one’s psychological response to it. That is, each alteration is significant as “neurological
studies show there is a large distinction between the sensation of colour and its identification
demonstrating colour is intimately bound up with language, a system of arbitrary signs, and
must also then be a function of culture.”30 31
Ulrich’s studies, attempting to work within the confines of scientific systematisation,
force their subjects into a completely false environment, undoubtedly skewing responses. In
addition, an infinite amount of environmental conditions and variables; the size of the images,

29

Gombrich, E. H., Art and Illusion, London, 1972, pp. 30-33
Gage, John, Colour and Meaning: Art, Science and Symbolism, London, 1995, p. 21
31
For an interesting theory on the biased contribution of colour film processing to culture see Mark Simpson’s
‘The Colour of Whiteness’ from The Independent on Sunday, 14 Sept. 2003. Simpson argues that the colour
balance of 1950s colour photography is pink-biased due to the dominant Kodachrome film being optimised for
Caucasian skin, and that Fuji film reflected the same imperative, but for Asian skin colour.
Source: Simpson, Mark, http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qn4159/is_20030914/ai_n12745293
30
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how they were presented and for how long, the nationality or religious beliefs of the
candidates selected for the surveys, or how the study questions were formulated, are only
some of the considerations supporting reservations for this type of evidence-based research
and an indicator that the published results are not so cut-and-dry as many may choose to
believe. 32 33
A study such as Sensation Seeking and Reaction to Nature Paintings will struggle to find
complete acceptance in both the spheres of science and of art because of its inherently
inefficient testing procedures, its sweeping generalisations and the undeniable connection
between culture, perception and meaning. This linguistic quality or precondition of colour
mentioned above emphasises that any photographed or painted image will be imbued with
cultural intimation on the most fundamental of levels. Studies of relationships between
cultural differences and landscapes have found overwhelming evidence that people of a
similar culture will, when looking at the same landscape, have similar cognitive responses.34
Furthermore, preferences for a particular type of environment i.e. the geological features,
indigenous vegetation, particular colour schemes, etc. which contribute to its appearance,
have been found to increase depending on familiarity. 35 Therefore, a painting of a landscape
obviously impregnated with cultural references would, by and large, appeal to those whose
culture the painting originated from regardless of its perceived benefit for survival.
To return to Gombrich’s question above and to further demonstrate this intrinsic function
of language and culture in connection with painting, I’ve included an observation of Winston

32

The subjects of Ulrich’s 1993 study consisted of American university graduates participating in an
environmental aesthetics seminar and upper-level Behavioural Geography students.
33
In May 2007, Dr. Bernard Ewigman, Chairman and Professor of Family Medicine at the University of Chicago,
explained his reservations concerning this new path of scientific investigation into the health benefits of fine art.
He believes the term itself, ‘evidence-based’ in this context can first of all be misleading possibly to be used as a
marketing ploy, and secondly, inadequate as a scientific model to evaluate particular aspects of fine art. Source:
Domke, Henry, (7 May, 2007) Evidence Based Design: How Good is the Evidence? Retrieved 15 November 2007,
from http://www.healthcarefineart.com/2007/05/ evidence_based_.html, 15.11.07
34
Kaplan, R., and Herbert, E.J., “Cultural and Sub-cultural Comparisons in Preferences for Natural Settings”,
Landscape and Urban Planning, Vol. 12, 1985, pp. 281-293
35
Hull, R.B., and Revell, G.B., “Cross-cultural Comparisons of Landscape Scenic Beauty Evaluations: A Case
Study in Bali”, Journal of Environmental Psychology, Vol. 9, 1989, pp.177-191
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Churchill’s, who happened to be an amateur watercolourist. Describing the complexities of
the cognitive process that took place while he worked, he considered:
It would be interesting if some real authority investigated carefully
the part which memory plays in painting. The canvas receives a
message dispatched… from the natural object. (But) it has been
transmitted in code. It has been turned from light into paint. It
reaches the canvas a cryptogram. Not until it has been placed in its
correct relation to everything else that is on the canvas can it be
deciphered, is its meaning apparent, is it translated once again from
mere pigment into light. And the light this time in not of Nature but
of Art.36
Churchill recognised some of the dilemmas a painter must accept when deciphering or
decoding what is before him or her. The painter works within the restrictions of his or her
medium and skills, physical limitations (eg. the eye can only see so far) and imagination, in a
subjective manner, which knowingly or not, conforms to a cultural interpretation of his or her
subject. 37 From the nuance of the questions Churchill had asked himself and through cultural
reverberations and his own experiences, the subject of his painting would be transformed into
an amalgamation of signs and symbols of Western origin. To present an analogy, this text
being read now is an ordered group of marks, or lines and dots that, when interpreted within
the system and structures placed upon them by the English language, they develop
significance and form meaning. Similar to this linguistic mechanism is the visual workings of
one’s interpretation of objects or events from the physical world. One’s ‘visual language’ is a
learned system, therefore undeniably culturally conditioned, which is employed when

36

Gombrich, E. H., 1972, p. 34
For more information on the limitations of the eye and its relationship with the brain see chapter 3 of: Zaidel,
Dahlia W., Neuropsychology of Art: Neurological, Cognitive and Evolutionary Perspectives, New York, 2005, pp.
49-74
37
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looking, to reassemble the perceived objects through the action of the brain’s nerve cells into
symbols that form meaning and relevance.38 So while Churchill’s semantic enquiry
highlights that the signs and symbols of a painting continually shift to form meaning, they
must still conform to the provisions imposed by the individual through factors such as
culture, education, or age.39
Ulrich’s study focuses primarily on the measured psycho-physiological responses of its
subjects to form an evidence-base rather than a comprehensive explanation for the results;
however, by avoiding any cultural premise for the test responses he drastically devalues the
work. What could almost be regarded as something of an afterthought, Ulrich instead issues a
rather incomplete and deficient theory to evaluate the interpretation and attribution of
meaning to the landscape images.40 As explained above, this interpretation of signs is
ultimately responsible for the emotional, hence many physiological affects, and therefore it is
essential for one to enlist a superior system of subject analysis and questioning to reach more
explicit and useful postulates.
In conclusion, the contrast of Ulrich’s psycho-evolutionary theory with that of a more
semantic approach exploring how one perceives and applies meaning to one’s environment
has perhaps provoked more questions than it has answered. Moreover, an explanation of how
the creation, manipulation and method of presenting an image can impinge upon one’s
cognition only draws attention to the fact that meaning is fluid and therefore, by nature,
meaning will always be in a state of flux. Although one must then question the validity of
applying an uncompromising evolutionary theory to the psycho-physiological responses to
landscape images, particularly those such as paintings, which have been further inoculated
with cultural triggers, how could a more solid approach to opening up the mysteries of
38
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individual affective responses to landscape images be formulated? To offer an alternative
proposal for assessing the research results, an historical investigation of paintings from
Ulrich’s 1993 study will ensue.41 This investigation will aim to prove that one’s preference
for a landscape painting is not only influenced by its cultural infusions but also that the notion
of how a society perceives its land and engages with it has in fact been partially shaped by the
creation and dissemination of its iconic landscape images.
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II

The Landscape as Icon: Informing a New Religion

Humanity’s transcendent connection to the land has been illustrated at least as far back as
ancient Greece in Homer’s Iliad and the Odyssey; however, it was more than two millennia
later that the notion of the sublime truly blossomed with the literature, art and imagination of
Britain and Northern Europe. 42 Originally, the sublime was used to describe a highly evolved
and lofty use of language or thought that provoked feelings of reverence and awe but while
its demarcation of meaning has shifted with time, its essence has endured. Immanuel Kant’s
(1724-1804) late eighteenth-century definition does however still provide a consistent
contemporary interpretation. Kant expressed the sublime as “a sort of delightful horror, a sort
of tranquillity tinged with terror” and although his description didn’t focus entirely upon
natural phenomena, rapid social change had been occurring throughout Europe, which was
increasingly impacting society’s understanding of, and attraction to the sublimity of the
natural environment.43 This chapter will explore how some of these changes influenced
landscape painters and their approach to their subject matter and how their works in turn
forged a new interpretation of nature.
Enlisting the help of two paintings from Ulrich’s study (1993), an historical journey will
embark to unravel the transformation of the Western perception of and relationship with its
uncharted and remote terrain. An account of important eighteenth-century Northern European
and British social shifts will build an historical framework with which to more firmly place
the components of the last chapter, the complexities of perception and understanding, while
delving into the motivation behind the making of the paintings will push these ideas into the
larger, social realm.
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By the late eighteenth century, economic and cultural growth on an exponential scale was
sweeping across the Continent and Britain, riding the coattails of the Industrial Revolution. A
dramatic metamorphoses was taking place in social and political arenas while over a century
of scientific discoveries was contributing to the ordering of the world and what seemed to be
everything in it, into convenient ‘boxes and categories’ awaiting further analysis. Worries
were building that science was beginning to form its own aesthetics leading to a belief that
“aesthetics might legitimately be put to the service of scientific enquiry.”44 How little was the
full realisation of this sentiment?
In response to industrialisation, unstoppable expansion of the cities, literature and art’s
scientific rationalising of nature and the disillusionment with what seemed to be an obsolete
and irrelevant mode of Christian orthodoxy, a wave of unease was sweeping across Northern
Europe.45 Although questions concerning the nature of God had plagued humanity since the
beginning of time, with the ceaseless battering of the archaic canons of religious imagery by
the Northern revolutionaries, they now needed to be readdressed. This abandoning of
previous conditioned knowledge (religious canons) and an apprehension of the new
knowledge (science) helped to form the movement known as Romanticism which went on to
embrace the Northern countries unconditionally.
The Reform blurred and confused interpretations of spiritual and symbolic imagery
while, perpetuated through Protestant iconoclast mentality, classically inspired pictorials of
the Book of Genesis or Christian martyrs no longer captivated the minds or performed the
functions this young religious movement desired.46 To develop a relationship and stronger
communion with the Creator, a visual and spiritual black hole needed to be filled leading to
artists and writers assuming the role of ‘myth maker.’ New visual icons which focussed on
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society’s relationship with a wild and primordial land and very much inspired by the
increased travel in vogue with the fashionable Grand Tour, were being developed by
Northern painters like Caspar David Friedrich (1774-1840) and Philip James De
Loutherbourg (1740-1812). This was in no way an attempt to deviate from Christian
spirituality; it was in fact, the pursuit to strengthen one’s relationship with God through a
reunification with a more omnipresent and conceivable divinity. This can be substantiated by
the writings of Friedrich Ernst Daniel Schleiermacher (1768-1834), A German theologian and
philosopher who issued a “plea to preserve the spiritual core of Christianity by rejecting its
outer rituals and by cultivating a private experience of piety.”47 And so the Roman Catholic
concept of an omniscient Father Figure was being superseded by a more pantheistic vision
entailing the mysteries of nature and containing what seemed to its proponents a truer and
more accessible path to the divine.
Friedrich’s The Polar Sea of 1823/24 [Plate 4] exemplifies this burgeoning of
awe and respect for the natural world and can help illuminate the emotional intricacies he was
attempting to conceptualise. Moreover, this image can be used to emphasise how the
undercurrent of a society’s mindset impacts the tones of its visual representations and
fundamentally shapes its culture, dictating how it engages with its environment. In response
to the Protestant movement, Friedrich and his contemporaries were developing new pictorial
devices, often with the literature of the day as their inspiration in an attempt to charge their
paintings with universal meaning and undoubtedly to reach a growing audience. For example,
Edmund Burke (1729-1797) wrote of the sublime in his Philosophical Enquiry into the
Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757) in terms of its “privation, vastness,
magnificence, obscurity and darkness”, cognate to terror and evoking the strongest possible
response one could experience.48 In The Polar Sea, Friedrich employs many of these
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attributes attempting to emulate that which is incomprehensible, both the subject matter being
revered and the emotions consequently elicited by it. With the application of these new
devices, landscape paintings began to take on new significance as intense emotion could be
invoked through the emerging awareness of the spiritual aspects of the land.
The Polar Sea presents a sombre view of the last glimpse of a shipwreck, crushed and
broken-up against the mighty Arctic icecaps in a powerful allegory alluding to the
omnipotence of nature and humanity’s ultimate destiny. In a foreign and “frozen world that
has turned into a cemetery,” devoid of flora and fauna, Friedrich still manages to allude to the
mysteries of life.49 The once colossal ship is reduced to a tiny and inconsequential speck in
this alien terrain and even as the icy waters slowly swallow it, new icecaps shift and form
effortlessly to take its place. With no trace of human existence save the last glimpse of the
doomed ship as it makes final preparations for its watery grave, Friedrich beckons the viewer
to acknowledge and, more importantly feel a divine presence through the mysterious and
unrelenting forces of nature.
After completing this painting, critics accused Friedrich of inconsistencies in the picture;
the ice was not the right colour and the ship was too small in contrast with the icecaps. But it
was with irregularity, inconsistency and ambiguity, that new meaning could be formed.50
Subjective interpretation and personal response, although regularly prevalent in the natural
realms of life and relationships now began to infiltrate the world of art. Unlike the Roman
Catholic didactic painting; aesthetically pleasing, imbued with the wisdom and doctrine of the
Church and created to provide a lesson describing how all must live their lives, Protestant
imagery became more ambiguous.
Although there’s no denying that hidden meaning has always been a part of art and has
played a prolific role in Catholicism as the concepts of God and religion are both predisposed
49
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to abstract forms of thought and communication; the relevance of experience, subjectivity and
personal redemption began to take on new significance in the Romantic era. This ambiguity
was being intentionally exploited by Friedrich to develop imagery via the mysteries of nature
that could precipitate intense emotion and awe within the viewer. “The pure blue of the sky
with the sun in the central axis is an allegory of transcendence and eternity, since the rhythm
of the times of day is absent at the North Pole. In contrast, the wreckage of the ship, whose
embedment in the ice floes recalls a grave, signifies the ephemeralness of man.”51 The
imagination is a wonderful tool and the Northern Romantics were not only able to utilise
theirs to succeed in “naturalising the supernatural and humanising the divine,” but they
created “a whole new world of esoteric religious iconography culled…with landscape
imagery for a totally abstract pictorial language.”52
Friedrich enticed his paintings, which encapsulated this alternative concept of divinity, to
communicate to an increasingly self-aware population a message that could transcend that of
previous religious iconography. The Polar Sea elicits a purity and clarity that was lost in the
decadence of the Baroque period [Plate 5] and, in the eyes of the Protestant Reformers,
traditional Christian pictures altogether. The sublimity of nature was able to elucidate the
mysteries of life to an informed, scientific-minded society while paradoxically speaking to it
through seemingly primordial means predating Christianity. This shift in preference for what
was now being regarded as powerfully moving, spiritual painting was having an indelible
impact on how the Northern European society cognitively engaged with the art of this
ubiquitous movement just as their perception of the rugged and indomitable land was also
being altered.
Of course The Polar Sea would not have been viewed by everyone, as ‘high art’ then as it
still does today, lived mainly in the sphere of the educated and elite. However, this
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intellectual and spiritual zeitgeist was spreading rapidly through a multitude of vehicles, all
flavouring each other with the newfound spiritual significance of the land. The ever-pervasive
motif of the sublime would have most obviously concealed its way into the eyes and minds of
the masses through all forms of literature, prints or paintings.
An earlier example of one such work that even today continues to find new life with the
numerous reproductions of it bought from the Internet (a simple Google search of its title will
verify this) is Philip James De Loutherbourg An Avalanche in the Alps of 1803 [Plate 6].
Through its popularity, it undoubtedly increased the public’s desire to embrace the terrible
forces of nature. The Alps were well known already as traversing them was essential for the
northern route of the Grand Tour; however, the beauty seen in their perilous and precarious
temperament hadn’t fully captured the imaginations of the British until the late eighteen
hundreds. By the turn of the century, Romantic literature describing the Alps horrible majesty
was finding its way into the homes and hearts of a mass audience as they quenched their thirst
for this heroic landscape genre with writings by the likes of William Wordsworth (17701850) and George Gordon Byron (1788-1824). Just as importantly, the paintings celebrating
the sublimity of these awe-inspiring mountains by artists such as Friedrich and De
Loutherbourg were also playing a crucial role in this new affection while reciprocating
inspiration for the writers. Lord Byron, himself making the mountainous journey published
his poem Manfred in 1817, which recounts the strange and supernatural life of a Faustian
noble living in the Bernese Alps. It’s unknown whether Bryon had viewed

De

Loutherbourg’s painting but his poem beautifully describes the essence of its sublime theme:

Ye toppling crags of ice!
Ye avalanches, whom a breath draws down
In mountainous o'erwhelming, come and crush me!
I hear ye momently above, beneath,
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Crash with a frequent conflict; but ye pass,
And only fall on things that still would live.53

De Loutherbourg’s painting captures three men overwhelmed by the thunderous
onslaught of an unyielding avalanche. They throw their arms up in trepidation, their faces
fixed with horror, too terrified to even run and hide behind the precipice as death comes
crashing down. Thoughts of safety and goodwill for the others are instinctively abandoned as
the true concept of mortality forms in each man’s consciousness. An encounter with the full
force and vehemence of the sublime could not be experienced indirectly as, by nature, it was
only accessible as a solitary experience. William Wordsworth (1770-1850) communicated
this when writing of his own travels. “Among the more awful scenes of the alps, I had no
thought of man, or a single created being; my whole soul was turned to him who produced
the terrible majesty before me.”54 De Loutherbourg responded to this bizarre human trait, the
desire or need to reach out and touch indescribable fear, by creating a painting of such vast
proportion (109.9 x 160 cm) that on close examination, a viewer could almost lose oneself in
it, simultaneously becoming both spectator and ‘victim’. The immense size of the canvas
invoked a psychological participation crucial to the experience of the sublime, allowing one
to become the fourth explorer attempting to flee as the horrific event unfolds.
Each person seeing the original painting, in 1803 or today would of course bring to it a
different set of cognitive preconditions. For someone who had actually made the passage and
breathed the thin air of the dizzying alpine heights, it could stimulate the memory, inciting
sensations of smell or taste, as well as elicit long-forgotten emotions. For most however, their
reservoir of experience would be made up of sensations of a more fictitious nature, with
literature or of viewing similar pictures, or perhaps the imaginative embellishment of local
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mountain hikes. This pool of experience can be regarded also however as something of a
collective. The Romantic tradition was, in a sense, conditioning and enabling its society to
engage with images such as De Loutherbourg’s in a very particular way. This cultural
conditioning would become an essential element of how society would view and interpret
nature, both real and representational. Michael Baxandall described this process of visual
cognition and the relationship between the individual and the society well. A brief synopsis of
his text below methodically breaks down this peculiar act of looking while subsequently
building it back up into both a subjective and a cultural reflection.

An object reflects a pattern of light onto the eye. The light enters the eye
through the pupil, is gathered by the lens, and thrown on the screen at the
back of the eye, the retina. On the retina is a network of nerve fibres,
which pass the light through a system of cells to several millions of
receptors, the cones. The cones are sensitive both to light and to colour,
and they respond by carrying information about light and colour to the
brain. It is at this point that human equipment for visual perception
ceases to be uniform, from one man to the next. The brain must interpret
the raw data about light and colour that it receives from the cones and it
does this with innate skills and those developed out of experience. It tries
out relevant items from its stock of patterns, categories, habits of
inference and analogy… But each of us has had different experience, and
so each of us has slightly different knowledge and skills of
interpretation.55
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Baxandall explains how one perceives and interprets with this stock or pool of patterns
and categories that makes up one’s ‘visual database’. This database, although accumulated
through a lifetime of individual experience also happens to be congenitally linked with the
visual culture imprinted on one through geographic location.56 For example, someone who
comes from Stuttgart, Germany and happens to be Protestant should therefore inherently
‘read’ An Avalanche in the Alps differently, come to alternative conclusions and exhibit
distinctive psycho-physiological responses to it than, for example, a Catholic farmer from
Sardinia. Similar to the Byzantine monk who travelled to Rome and, upon viewing a great
Italian Renaissance work could not ‘see’ the Virgin Mary but only a woman dressed to
resemble her [Plates 7 & 8], Northern European Romantic landscape art developed its own
individual language of abstract signs and symbols.57 As this language developed over time,
entwining into the fabric of its society, it was assimilated into the unconscious mode of
communication and understanding. As explained in chapter one, a painting inevitably
becomes an amalgamation of the signs and symbols of the culture it’s derived from. In this
case, the signs and symbols of An Avalanche in the Alps and The Polar Sea emerged from
Northern European and British lineage. And although anyone could recognise their subject
matter, just like anyone could recognise that both the Renaissance painting and the Byzantine
icon Annunciations are images of women, one’s ability to engage with these iconic
landscapes on distinct levels i.e. to have them invoke the emotional response they were
created for, would depend on one’s fluency in the language they were created with.
To summarise, an historical investigation into the Romantic landscape tradition in
Western art identifies and traces the emergence of new artistic devices developed through a
shifting awareness of the environment. Inspired by a new pantheistic interpretation of God,
natural characteristics of the primordial landscape were exploited and embellished by artists
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to portray humankind’s insignificance in the face of nature. As this interest in the sublime
began to infiltrate and affect paintings, leading to the rise of the genre and strengthened by
the demand for the heroic landscape in literature, how the viewer engaged with an image, that
is, one’s cognitive interpretation of it was also changing. Consequently this change was being
reflected in how society would actually perceive and respond to its natural surroundings. This
symbiotic relationship between the landscape and the painting was integral not only to the
moulding of a disparate Northern European and British mindset as they established alternate
readings for both the land and the visual arts but also to the evolution of their cultural
identity. To take this historical investigation to the next level and to push Ulrich’s theories to
the limits, a study must be deployed into the full affects of cultural identity on the perception
of the land. For this, one must only cast one’s gaze across the Atlantic to the young, up-andcoming country of nineteenth-century America.
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III

The Landscape as Identity: Ecology and the State-of-Mind

The purpose of this essay is not an attempt to defame the notion that exposure to nature
can provide therapeutic benefit to the injured body or wearied mind; however, it is
questioning current assumptions concerning research into the fine art/health correlation and
the explanations attempting to validate the assembled results. So, while this chapter will
endeavour to dismantle the present psycho-evolutionary evaluations used to account for
landscape painting preferences it will also aim to provide alternative theories for the most
conspicuous contradictions of Ulrich’s research.
Providing a rich archaeological site with which to address expositions of cultural
significance, a study into the provenance of nineteenth-century American art will explore
how landscape painting has contributed to the formation of the American identity while
shaping the country’s perception of its land.58 Moreover, how this cultural conditioning still
influences and motivates the people today by modifying the collective consciousness, driving
ecological awareness, and fuelling environmental causes, which will all impact emotional
responses to landscape scenes must and will be considered.
Recognising the lack of variation in landscape attributes in the Human Responses to
Vegetation and Landscapes (1986) study while attempting to establish evidence clarifying
which (two dimensional) art would be most appropriate for healthcare institutions, Ulrich
composed the Sensation Seeking and Reactions to Nature Paintings (1993) study with thirtyfour paintings of much more dramatic scene disparity.59 Contrary to the results from Ulrich’s
1986 paper and psycho-evolutionary predictions however, the most preferred images did not
rest on a landscape’s suitability for survival; in fact, the results presented a conclusion quite
the opposite. Interestingly, the nineteenth-century American awe-inspiring and sublime
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scenes of Frederic Edwin Church (1826-1900) and Albert Bierstadt (1830-1902) from
Ulrich’s Romantic category, which often expose the viewer to what could be construed as
somewhat foreboding and even dangerous environments received the highest preferences
overall [Plates 9, 10 & 11].60 Why would the respondents deliver these types of reactions?
Psycho-evolutionary logic proposes that the study’s realistic low-tension landscapes of
Friedrich, J.M.W. Turner (1775-1851), or John Constable (1776-1837) should have received
the most positive responses [Plates 12, 13 & 14]. To answer this, one must delve into the
origins of American landscape painting, exploring how and why it progressed as it did and
how its evolution helped to shape the country’s environmental consciousness.
Although early nineteenth-century America, still developing via the guiding hand of its
intense but intrinsic relationship with Britain was also creating a stronger,

more

iconographical relationship with its natural terrain, there was distinctive reasoning behind it.
Even in its infancy, America recognised its many differences from its founding fathers, in
particular its land, with these disparities gradually being exploited to help form an incipient
identity. The Romantic phenomenon sweeping across Northern Europe and Britain, fuelled
by the exponential expansion of industry and transportation and causing the eradication of its
countryside, although being mirrored to some degree by the young country, was not
reproducing the same vehement emotions as it was on the other side of the Atlantic. In fact,
many eighteenth-century Americans regarded the rugged wilderness as a burden to their
existence. This untamed country was even being construed in early art and literature as an
evil sent from the hands of the devil himself and imbued with the power to corrupt the most
“pure and holy of God’s children.”61 One Gaelic poet wrote of his dismay of making the
journey across the ocean to the east coast of North America, “We’ve turned into Indians right
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enough, in the gloom of the forest none of us will be left alive, with wolves and beasts
howling in every cranny. We’re ruined since we left King George.”62
By the turn of the century however, those on both sides of the ocean were beginning to
see this infinite expanse of untamed land, by Protestant definition - a vision of the divine, in a
new light. 63 While Britain’s population increased, its rent’s soared, and its acreage reduced to
make room for livestock, the young America was adopting the appellation of ‘God’s land.’64
And just as the Grand Tour had inspired the arts and literature in Britain, more intense
exploration and mapping of the countryside increased awareness of its own natural
treasures.65 With the marketing of the land’s ineffable beauty, whether it be real or imagined
(as the Gaelic poet discovered), migration skyrocketed, as did the bank accounts of many
crafty ship-owners and businessmen involved with it.66 Regardless, the immense wilderness
was becoming the source of national pride, and similar to the transformation in image of the
Scottish Highlands half a century earlier, it was developing into America’s main protagonist
through the country’s own artistic resources. Building on its individuality and geographic
diversity, artists began to abandon much of the classicism of European tradition and turned to
indigenous natural phenomena to establish their own culture.67 Artists and writers such as the
poet R. E. Emerson (1803-1882), who likened the young country to the Promised Land, as it
too “is as old as the Flood”,68 helped to forge this new identity as the rugged American
landscape was beginning to be touted as the new Eden.
Frederic Church, a deeply religious man from Connecticut and arguably the most talented
of the Hudson River School landscape painters, successfully conjoined with his work two
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pervading preoccupations of the day, the natural sciences and the spiritual within nature, to
contribute to the development of this new American iconography.69 Church’s Niagara of
1857 [Plate 15] epitomises the structures imposed on painting by the writings of John Ruskin
(1819-1900) with its scientifically accurate observation as well as its reverence and
glorification of nature. 70 Pre-Raphaelite-like detail to the exclusive qualities of the landscape,
such as Niagara’s ferocious waters was devoted to celebrating the terrifying beauty of ‘God’s
Land’ in all its glory.
Upon close examination, like An Avalanche in the Alps, the size of this canvas enveloped
the viewer contributing to the notion of the sublime while simultaneously becoming a symbol
for the almost incomprehensible proportions of the country itself.71 Furthermore, America’s
magnificent and irrepressible forces of nature were now becoming recognised as symbols of
power for the young but rapidly developing country and were being portrayed as such by
artists. Niagara exemplified this growing confidence America was experiencing after its
successful War of Independence less than a century earlier, becoming an emblematic display
of America’s military and industrial strength.72 Not only did Niagara solidify Church’s
international reputation as a tour de force for the representation of the sublime but it also
became a benchmark for American landscape painting as its fundamental role in the
manufacturing of a national identity continued to evolve.
Angela Miller, however, in her excellent essay Everywhere and Nowhere: The Making of
the National Landscape, questions the actual accuracy of the iconographical paintings
emerging in nineteenth-century America. While commenting in particular on the meticulous
detail to nature in Church’s works, Miller also draws attention to the underlying structure of
the images that relate more to a “mythic geography, (synthetically) moving seamlessly from
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the particular to the general.”73 This desire to “embrace through panoramic sweep, to soar
over rather than to delve into, to generalise rather than to localise,” was, in essence, a ritual of
visual process employed by the growing middleclass as an act of reaffirming one’s national
status and heritage.74
Importantly, it was Church’s adeptness to shift from the particular to the universal that
helped to develop this visual process and led to the accomplishment of two culture-building
imperatives. Firstly, it lifted the more earthly attributes of the American landscape to that of
transcendent or spiritual levels. A painting of a rugged wilderness scene with indomitable
mountains, deep ravines or rushing, winding rivers became commonplace symbolising that
which the American people where both physically and spiritually connected with and, as a
Protestant affirmation, became something of an icon-like conduit for the direct communion
with God. These paintings substantiated America’s claim that its people were the direct
descendents of Moses, and metaphorically or not, had finally returned to the Promised
Land.75 And secondly, on a more ‘terrestrial’ and nationalistic front, these distinctive but
idealised landscapes were painted with intent to bridge the great American land expanse and
unify the multitude of localities through a type of “cultural consolidation (based) around
certain pivotal symbols.”76
Kick starting this consolidation was the American Art-Union (1830-1851), formed in
affiliation with the Apollo Gallery by the painter James Herring and a group of wealthy New
Yorkers. It was a subscription-based organisation boasting almost twenty thousand members
dispersed throughout the country that encouraged and established the position of American
art. Disseminating information about select art and artists through copies of the minutes from
its meetings while each year offering a free engraving and entry into a raffle for an original
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work, it played a principle role in the education and development of the artistic tastes of the
American public.77 Contention arises however as, although the organisation claimed to help
promote the arts in general, the works actually chosen by the AA-U rested on their ability to
represent an explicit national identity.78 Stated in the AA-U’s charter of 7 May1840, that its
primary objective was of a “moral obligation” to develop the tastes of a burgeoning middle
class, one begins to question the ethicality of this so called democratic venture.79
Furthermore, this New York based organisation was inarguably built upon a substructure of
works largely contributed to it by east coast artists and paintings of eastern landscapes,
adding to the infeasibility of forming an authentic national identity. Frederic Edwin Church,
Asher Brown Durand (1796-1886), John Frederick Kensett (1816-1872), and Jasper Francis
Cropsey (1825-1900), were the most prolific landscape painting contributors to the AA-U, all
originating from the east and all affiliated with the Hudson River School. Between them they
sold over 160 paintings to the organisation.80 However, considering the vastness and diversity
of the country, it’s unlikely a genuine national unity would ever have been conceivable;81
nevertheless, the fact remains that a large portion of the American public’s perception of its
land developed through a very selective interpretation of it that evolved out of particular
Protestant-based idealised landscape paintings.
The emphasis placed on the natural habitat by America through literature and the arts and
the inauguration of the AA-U scarcely fifty years after the winning of its independence in
1776 underscores how the very essence of the country’s nascent identity had been founded on
its essential relationship with its countryside. Exemplifying this is the song America the
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Beautiful (1893), continuing to gain in popularity over a century after it was written.82 This is
a testament to how Americans still visualise, or prefer to visualise their country today even
with irrefutable evidence of the debasing of many of its natural treasures and is a glaring
repercussion of the enduring influence of organisations like the AA-U.83 This ideological
state-of-mind reflecting the fundamental makeup of the United States; a conglomeration of
diverse peoples, places and things, has undeniably been bound together in large part by the
circulation of selective iconic landscape imagery. Ironically, the false, or at the very least,
idealised pretences which were laid to create the foundations for how America views itself
have now become a driving force behind how it responds to the environment today. The
concern for the land and environmental awareness has been partially established on the above
direct conditioning of ‘appropriate’ landscape scenes with a preference for these particular
landscape images resulting in Ulrich’s 1993 study, providing evidence to substantiate this
claim.84 Another of Church’s paintings, Twilight in the Wilderness of 1860 [Plate 16],
foreshadowed this American preoccupation with its environmental issues and can be used to
shed further light on the path of this discussion.
In 1860 Church completed the large canvas, Twilight in the Wilderness depicting an
ambrosial, mountainous sunset. Even more than Niagara, Church intended this painting to
completely encapsulate what it meant to be American.85 Ironically, it happens to be even
more of an idealisation than the beautifully composed Niagara. Church developed this
painting by combining parts of previously observed subject matter from Maine and New
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York to create a Raphael-like ‘perfect’ whole.86 The indigenous colours of Church’s native
New England autumn sky reflect off a winding, valley river as the sun sets over distant
mountains in Ruskinian glory. Usually employing some human element or trace to help the
viewer gage the immensity of his divine subject, Twilight in the Wilderness resists any such
devices, instead working completely with symbolic reference to the land. The extensiveness
of the scene, the rugged terrain and the array of colours painting the sky, which were claimed,
could only be witnessed in this particular part of the world, all come together to form
Church’s idyll America. An eagle perched solemnly on a treetop represents the strength,
vitality, and freedom of the young country while a tree and intersecting branches in the
foreground form a cross introducing a conspicuous Christian thread and symbolises the true
source of America’s magnificence.87
There is another interesting addition to this interpretation, however. This pristine and
unadulterated land and sunset may be seen as a plea decrying the annihilation of the great
American wilderness. By the mid nineteenth century, many East coast Americans were
finally beginning to experience the same psychological effects caused by the Industrial
Revolution a hundred and fifty years earlier across the Atlantic. To many, the aforementioned
‘infinite’ expanse of land forming the country was finally beginning to collapse in on itself.
The population of New York had quadrupled to 500 000 between 1820 and 1850 instigating
dramatic changes and fuelling a growing sense of alienation and tension.88 The opening up of
the West was also instilling anxiousness with Twilight in the Wilderness an articulation that
Church “no longer believed that man in his fallen state (even the providentially blessed
Americans) could inhabit this Garden of Eden without destroying it.”89 Church’s painting is
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presented as a resounding testimony to the importance he placed on the conservation of the
American landscape.90
A great admirer of Ruskin, Church had been deeply moved by his writings, just as the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood had been in Britain. William Morris (1834-1896), a member of
the English group ardently assimilated Ruskin’s philosophies into his artistic, social and
political views. He believed nature to be a vital component of psychological health and that,
“the blind pursuit of wealth which characterised the Victorian era… had led to a deserted
countryside and hideous, overcrowded and spiritually vacant cities.”91 Church was following
down the path of a similar belief system, as American modernisation was now not only
leading to the destruction of its land but transportation and expansion was beginning to
eclipse the ‘infiniteness’ of its hinterlands. It was this crucial word infinity that embodied
nineteenth-century American landscape art. It was the redeeming quality that could separate
good art from bad and it was the word the unfathomably vast America could most easily
identify itself with. While Ruskin found infinity in the skies, Church also found it in the great
American wilderness.92 Unfortunately Church recognised that this ‘infinite’ expanse,
America’s heritage, was deteriorating as it, just like the eighteenth-century British landscape
before it, was succumbing to society’s over-ambition and greed.
Alfred Kroeber states that although “a culture can be understood primarily only in terms
of cultural factors…no culture is wholly intelligible without reference to the non-cultural or
so-called environmental factors with which it is in relation and which condition

it.”93

Twilight in the Wilderness and Niagara function in two ways: they add to the repository of
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cultural factors or symbols mentioned by Kroeber, helping to internalise and reinforce the
nation’s perception of itself while they simultaneously refer to the ‘non-cultural’, or the
environment and the source of inspiration for the American identity. The “amber waves of
grain and purple mountain majesties” (America the Beautiful) have been indelibly inscribed
on the minds and souls of the nation through an incalculable amount of cultivated imagery
generated from this repository over the years. In direct response to this, intense moral
struggle follows when the smoke and mirrors beautifying these iconographical landscapes are
lifted. The un-cropped, un-filtered and un-adjusted photograph of Niagara Falls [Plate 17]
could never live up to the idealised images [Plates 18 & 19] and instead presents the viewer
with a ‘vision’ that couldn’t be any further from expectations. Include the hundreds of
hectares of concrete, steel and glass making up the fall’s ‘exoskeleton’ today and the unaltered image will only receive vile gasps of revulsion, outrage and heartbreak.
When the ‘reality’ is brought to the attention of the public through green organisations,
the media, or online image searches, a backlash of animosity arises as the previously visually
misled now join together protesting the blasphemous destruction of God’s immaculate and
glorious land. “How can corporate America deny responsibility?” they exclaim; for it’s not
difficult to find historical evidence of this once beautiful open space while watching old
Hollywood Western flicks or in reproductions of paintings, prints, and photographs of the
heroic American landscapes; which, by the way, can still be acquired from any reputable
online art warehouse, Wal-Mart calendar section, or high street fine-art print shop… and at a
very reasonably price of course. It would be ludicrous to say that the erosion of the American
landscape is not transpiring;94 however, the emotions projected by the concerned are only
amplified as ‘photographic evidence’ provides a world of contrast from those nineteenth-
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century idealised images that inadvertently forged the country’s environmental ethics two
centuries ago.
The moral dilemma concerning the environment weighs heavy on the American heart,
undoubtedly even more so than it did in Church’s day. This constant conflict between
progress and conservation, innovation and preservation, has and continues to play out in the
media, art and literature of America, providing the moral and ethical platform with which all
Americans must cross before engaging with their land. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s
celebrated poem Excelsior (1841), an inspiration for Americans past and present, perhaps had
even more significance than was initially acknowledged. It recounts an alpine journey of a
young man carrying a banner inscribed with the word “Excelsior” which translates from Latin
to ever higher or onward and upward. He continues to climb the majestic mountain, higher
and higher while disregarding all warnings. Eventually he succumbs to the elements and
“lifeless, but beautiful” he’s discovered buried in the snow, “still clasping in his hands of ice
that banner with the strange device, Excelsior!”95 As the reality of the American landscape
slowly but surely reveals itself in diametric opposition to its idealised counterparts, many
Americans today may now view their ‘indomitable spirit’, incessantly marching forward into
the great unknown and consequently altering forever the prodigious landscape as an affliction
to the once great “America the Beautiful”. These utopian scenes, so ingrained into the
American consciousness and reinforced through nostalgia and moral conscience
unquestionably continue to affect their significance. And so while environmental issues carry
on making front-page headlines, penetrating America to its core via its perception of its land,
iconic paintings such as Church’s and Bierstadt’s will continue to impact American affective
responses on the very deepest of psychological levels.
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Conclusion

By demonstrating how individual perception, image manipulation and cultural
conditioning affects cognition, this essay has revaluated the current views accounting for
psycho-physiological responses to landscape scenes and the value of this knowledge as it
attempts to catalogue the art most appropriate for the healthcare environment. After
appraising the academic position surrounding debates, further study into alternative
explanations resting on historical research and cross-cultural examination was undertaken in
an attempt to draw attention to the deficient scholarly methods presently employed. With this
investigatory process, this essay has concluded that the current psycho-evolutionary approach
is inadequate in its inflexibility and its methodology and will therefore continue to remain
incapable of revealing the complexities and subtleties of emotional responses to landscapes
paintings.
Delving into the differentiation between ‘looking’ and ‘seeing’ has delineated how a
painting’s signs and their symbols denote meaning on a very culturally reflected level. So
although studies demonstrate contact with nature does produce positive psycho-physiological
results, evolutionary models, which propound the importance of instinctive and innate
reactions to one’s environment, become confused when transferred to representational stimuli
such as culturally significant paintings.
In an attempt to add rather than to dismantle the interesting and productive work
taking place in the fine art/healthcare arena, this discussion has endeavored to pinpoint the
weaknesses of Ulrich’s assumptions while compose stronger theories for the positive
responses to landscape paintings. Therefore, a more comprehensive investigation into how
one actively engages with a landscape scene, through an historical illustrative, was enlisted.
This method has proved that the quest for a more plausible theory for response variances to
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landscape images relies on the developing of an applicable set of questions and the search for
their answers with a multidisciplinary approach.
Having established that one culture views nature differently and attributes alternative
forms of significance to it than another predicates that landscape art is, in many ways, a
representation of how each individual society perceives the function of its land. Therefore,
the expectation a society places upon the land informs the cognitive style of its paintings and
subsequently shifts the way the images are actually being experienced within the culture. This
perceived function is not to be confused with or construed as pertaining to the realms of
evolutionary processes as one cannot dismiss the fact that perception of both the land and
landscape painting has been intrinsically conditioned through a society’s cultural and artistic
values. This was described in chapter 2 which detailed the affective responses accrued
through the reciprocity of painting with the significance of the land which in turn
fundamentally altered the vision of both.
Discrepancies within the test results and their lack of explanation from Ulrich’s studies
opened a door for an alternative method of account. This semiotic and historical rather than
ethological investigation into the importance that both the land and landscape painting has
had on the formation of the American identity has helped to answer some of the more glaring
inconsistencies of Ulrich’s work. The interpretation of a painting’s signs and symbols and an
awareness of their significance, most notably in the case of cultural icons, have demonstrated
that one’s unique visual and cognitive engagement with a landscape image cannot easily be
explained with biological and evolutionary paradigms alone, if at all. Acknowledgement of
this last statement is essential if positive steps forward are to take place and the fine art and
evidence-based design dialogue is to continue.
In addition, chapter 3 emphasised how one’s response to a landscape scene reflects the
society’s views of the relevance and ‘health’ of its land in general. This view of the land has
evolved in part through one’s assimilation with the repository of images and literature that
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forms the society’s collective ecological and environmental awareness and beliefs. For many
Western urbanites, with little legitimate personal relationship with the land, this contrived, yet
very real mechanism inevitably shapes ecological comprehension. The playoff between truths
and non-truths and the psychological state of America concerning its land, arising from the
disparity between the landscape of today and the perception of the landscape of the past is
therefore anyone’s guess; however, the influence that photographic sources are having by
dispelling the myths built up by idealised and iconographic landscape paintings is driving
cognisance of the land and landscape images and the affective reactions to them into
unknown territory.
For these reasons, determining which types of paintings would be most appropriate for
hospitals or other healthcare institutions with a psycho-evolutionary approach would seem to
hold little value. Defining ‘generic’ aesthetic preferences for natural settings, especially for
paintings, which would both appeal to and provide positive physiological benefit for the
infirm; bridging “individuals, groups and even different Western cultures” would be
analogous to discovering the Holy Grail. From the findings of this essay, if selections were to
be established based on the hypothesis that landscape paintings are the most beneficial for the
health and well-being of recovering patients, scenes of local geography and in particular,
images that have cultural relevance and hold symbolic significance within the community
would most likely be the best place to begin new research.
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